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Adaptive hydrogels, often termed smart materials, are macromolecules whose structure adjusts to external stimuli.
Responsivemicro- and nanogels are particularly interesting because the small length scale enables very fast response
times. Chemical cross-links provide topological constraints and define the three-dimensional structure of the micro-
gels, whereas their porous structure permits fastmass transfer, enabling very rapid structural adaption of themicrogel
to the environment. The change of microgel structure involves a unique transition from a flexible, swollen finite-size
macromolecular network, characterized by a fuzzy surface, to a colloidal particle with homogeneous density and a
sharp surface. In this contribution, we determine, for the first time, the structural evolution during the microgel-to-
particle transition. Time-resolved small-angle x-ray scattering experiments and computer simulations unambiguously
reveal a two-stage process: In a first, very fast process, collapsed clusters form at the periphery, leading to an
intermediate, hollowish core-shell structure that slowly transforms to a globule. This structural evolution is
independent of the type of stimulus and thus applies to instantaneous transitions as in a temperature jump or to
slower stimuli that rely on the uptake of activemolecules from and/or exchangewith the environment. The fast transi-
tions of size and shape provide unique opportunities for various applications as, for example, in uptake and release,
catalysis, or sensing.
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INTRODUCTION
Adaptive polymers, often termed smart materials, are macromolecules
whose structure adjusts to external stimuli such as temperature, pH, sol-
vent composition, or the uptake or release of molecules (1). Hydrogels
are a distinct type of adaptive polymers because they allow for the prep-
aration of responsive materials within natural biological environments.
Typically, a stimulus induces a volume change of the hydrogel, which is
connected to changes of other physical properties, for example, optical
and mechanical. Thus, hydrogels are used, for example, as soft actua-
tors, such as for small-scale robotics (2, 3). Proper functionalization ren-
ders hydrogels sensitive to chemical signals, which can be exploited for
drug release and sensing (4–6). A particular class of gels are so-called
micro- or nanogels, with dimensions in the colloidal-size range. They
are of special interest because they provide volume changes at small
dimensions or even at local compartments (7) and are used in a variety
of applications as, for example, in catalysis, separation technology, sen-
sors, and medicine (8–15). Microgels are able to, for example, spread at
interfaces or translocate through small pores and even cross the blood-
brain barrier to release medication exactly where needed (16–18).

All these applications typically rely on the fast adaptation of the
hydro-microgels. The response of the (hydro)gel to an external (chem-
ical) trigger depends on themass transport of the trigger into the gel and
(part) of solvent out of the gel. Obviously, this mass transport is espe-
cially relevant for the response kinetics, and gel porosity and size play an
important role (19–21). Thus, for the rational design of functional mi-
crogels, it is important to unravel their structural evolution upon a stim-
ulus and, specifically, to identify the rate-determining processes. This is
particularly interesting for the stability of absorbed substances and their
release, for example, in drug delivery.

From a fundamental point of view, the process of volume change of
microgels is related to two distinct colloidal stable states: (i) a collapsed
conformation, with a homogeneous density and a sharp surface; and
(ii) a swollen state, wheremicrogels are soft, deformable networkswith a
fuzzy surface; here, the cross-links provide topological constraints for the
network chains and enable compartmentalization. Currently, it is not
known what the time scales for the volume change of microgels are
and what structure the microgels assume during a collapse transition.

Here, we present experimental and simulation results for the evolu-
tion of themicrogel structure upon solvent exchange. In experiments, we
adopt the well characterized poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)
microgels. On the one hand, this is a well established model system
(22), and on the other hand, it resembles the behavior of proteins
(23, 24) and is used in many fabrications of biohybrid materials (25).
In particular, we exploit the sensitivity of PNIPAM to the composition
of water-methanol mixtures. Both solvents act as so-called good sol-
vents and leave themicrogels in a swollen state (for temperatures lower
than the volume phase transition temperature). If the second solvent,
referred to as cononsolvent, is added, thenmicrogels collapse in amix-
ture of H2O/MeOH [with the most pronounced collapse at approxi-
mately 20 mole percent (mol %) of MeOH]. This effect is called
cononsolvency (26, 27). Precise mechanisms leading to a collapse and
a slight preferential partitioning of one solvent species inside the gel are
still under controversial debate (28–33). These details, however, will be
mainly relevant on a local length scale and thus on a very short time
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scale, whereas the process of gel collapse concerns much larger length
and longer time scales and hence can be considered as generic, which is
also supported by our results discussed below.

To study the structural evolution, we dissolved microgels in pure
H2Oormethanol (MeOH), respectively, and rapidly changed the solvent
composition in the vicinity of microgels. The associated mass transport
into and out of the microgel leads to a modification of the internal sol-
vent composition and induces a volume change of the microgel.

Although the equilibrium structure of microgels in the swollen
and collapsed state has been investigated for a variety of systems [for
example, see the studiesof Stuart et al. (1), Brown et al. (12), Lu andBallauf
(15), Bischofberger et al. (32), Yang and Zhao (33), Maccarrone et al.
(34), Stieger et al. (35), Berndt et al. (36), Stieger et al. (37), and
Maccarrone et al. (38)], there are only a few studies investigating the
volume change kinetics during transitions between these states (39–47).
The experimental investigation of the collapse kinetics is challenging
because of the small microgel size and the very short time scales
involved. The latter requires a measurement technique capable of re-
solving these short time scales. The few experiments available in the
literature determine a volume change (triggered by temperature, pH,
and glucose) by means of turbidity and/or scattered light intensity (at a
single scattering angle) (39–47). These data are correlated with the mi-
crogel size and thus reflect its volume-change kinetics. However, quan-
titative information on the size and the internal structure during the
collapse transition cannot be inferred from these measurements.

We determine the evolution of the microgel structure during the
transition from a swollen to a collapsed state by two approaches. First,
experimentally, by means of time-resolved small-angle x-ray scattering
(TR-SAXS), covering a broad range of scattering angles, which enables a
quantitative analysis of the time-dependentmicrogel structure (48). The
solvent exchange is achieved with a stopped-flow device. The microgel,
dissolved in one solvent, is rapidly mixed with the cononsolvent such
that the final solvent mixture contains 20 mol % of methanol. In par-
ticular, we study the two pathways, from both pure solvents (H2O and
MeOH) to a solvent mixture of 20 mol % of MeOH. Second, theoreti-
cally, by mesoscale hydrodynamic computer simulations allowing for a
systematic investigation of the key parameters governing the collapse
while providing structural insight during the collapse process. Specifi-
cally, we exploit the multiparticle collision dynamics (MPC) approach
for the fluid combined with molecular dynamics simulations for the
polymers (49, 50). The MPC method captures thermal fluctuations
and has been shown to correctly account for hydrodynamic interactions
(HIs) (51), that is, it captures fluid-mediated interactions and repro-
duces the hydrodynamic properties of polymers in solution (51), the
dynamics of which is typically accelerated by the emerging flow fields
of fluctuating or dragged monomers.

Computer simulations with and without HIs have previously been
performed to study the collapse kinetics of linear polymers. Without
HIs, simulations reveal a coil-to-globule transition proceeding through
an initial formation of localized blobs along the chain followed by a
crumpling stage, where the blobs grow and merge together, forming a
collapsed globule (52, 53). HIs not only change the coil-to-globule
transition by the emergence of different intermediate states but also ac-
celerate the collapse process substantially (54–56).

To the best of our knowledge, no time-resolved experimental study
of the collapse kinetics of microgels has been presented so far nor have
computer simulations been performed accounting for HIs. As we will
outline, HIs are essential to explain the experimentally measured col-
lapse kinetics.
Keidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaao7086 6 April 2018
By a combination of data from experiments and simulations, we ad-
dress the following points: (i) We resolve the structural changes of a
microgel from an open, porous network to a dense colloid—a piece
of information essential for many applications. (ii) From time-resolved
SAXS, we explicitly obtain precise data on the size and structure of a
microgel during the collapse induced by cononsolvency. (iii) By com-
puter simulations, we identify the rate-determining steps during the col-
lapse transition. (iv) The computer simulations reveal the generic
features of a collapse transition independent of the type of trigger.
RESULTS
We observed the volume change process by combining the stopped-
flow technique with TR-SAXS measurements. The structures of the
microgel in the equilibrium initial state (pure methanol) and in the
final state (water-methanolmixture containing 20mol%ofmethanol)
were investigated independently. In the initial state, the microgel re-
veals a fuzzy structure with a smoothly decaying segment density at
the periphery (37) and a hydrodynamic radius of 954 nm. In the final
state, the microgel forms a homogeneously collapsed sphere with a
radius of 330 nm.

Scattering curves
Figure 1A shows the temporal evolution of the SAXS data after the sol-
vent exchange from pure MeOH to the methanol-water mixture. The
scattering intensity curves are characterized by various minima reflect-
ing the highmonodispersity of themicrogels. Theminima shift to larger
q values with time, directly revealing the collapse of themicrogels. In the
high q region, the intensity decreases proportional to q−4 and Porod be-
havior manifests the sharp particle surface (37).
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Fig. 1. SAXS curves. (A) SAXS patterns of PNIPAM microgels for the solvent
composition change from pure MeOH to xMeOH = 0.20 at different times. (B) Examples
of form factor fits for two SAXS patterns obtained at 35 and 435 ms after mixing (for
better visibility, the intensity of the SAXS pattern at 435 ms is shifted vertically by a
factor of 0.3).
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The q dependence of the scattering profiles, that is, the form factor,
provides insight into the structure (size and shape) of the particles and
can be quantitatively analyzed (57–62). The positions of the form factor
minima andmaxima in the scattering pattern allow us to determine the
microgel size. The scattering patterns recorded a long time after adding
the cononsolvent reveal a pronounced first minimum and static light
scattering (SLS; providing access to lower q) at the equilibrium state,
proving that this is indeed the first minimum of the form factor (for
details, see section S1.6). At shorter times, this first minimum is ob-
served at lower q and is hardly visible at the shortest times. However,
for the SAXSmeasurements shortly after themixing, the firstminimum
can be consistently described with a form factor model that fits the en-
tire scattering profiles as displayed in Fig. 1B.

The scattering curves differ with respect to the position and height of
the minima and maxima, indicating internal structural changes of the
microgels. Furthermore, the large number of minima and maxima
allows for discrimination between different form factor models. Simple
models, for example, of homogeneous spheres or spheres with core-
shell structures, were not able to describe the experimental scattering
curves over the entire q range (for details, see sections S1.9 and S1.10,
where additional fits for various instances in time and for the solvent
change starting from pure H2O are shown). Instead, the fitting of the
scattering curve over the entire q range required amodel of spheres with
core-shell morphology and that further includes the presence of distrib-
uted small collapsed regions in a size range of 20 to 30 nm (63).We also
tested a form factor model, with regions of higher density located at the
periphery of the microgel; however, it did not lead to a better fit (see the
Supplementary Materials), and because we have no other evidence of
this layer, thismodelwas abandoned. Themodel used thus assumes that
local collapsed regions occur in the entiremicrogel, and because the col-
lapse transition also gives the shell in the core-shell structure, we can
conclude that the SAXS data agree with a collapse transition, which in-
volves structural changes on two different length scales.

Evolution of microgel structure
The form factor analysis allows us to determine radial excess electron
density profiles. To model the form factor, a density profile is
considered with a core (widthWcore), a shell (widthWshell), and a tran-
sient region in between (cf. Fig. 2). The shell of collapsed polymers
exhibits a sharp outer surface (Porod behavior) and the shell width in-
Keidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaao7086 6 April 2018
creases as the total radius (RT) decreases slightly with time. Figure 3 de-
picts the time dependence of the total size of the microgel (RT), the
width of the core region (Wcore), which decreases during the collapse,
and the width of the high-density shell (Wshell), which increases with
time. Figure 3 suggests that the microgels collapse immediately upon
the addition of the cononsolvent, as indicated by the jump from the ini-
tial size of 954 nm (t = 0) of the microgels to the slowly varying value of
381 nmat 5ms, a rapid change that cannot be captured by theTR-SAXS
experiments. Over the next 760 ms, the microgel slowly approaches the
equilibrium radius of 331 nm. Hence, the density profiles (Fig. 2) cor-
respond to a second, slower process, where the core-shell structure re-
laxes into a homogeneous sphere. As will be shown below, a similar
behavior is found in our computer simulations, with a clear demonstra-
tion of the two processes. We would like like to emphasize here that the
slow relaxation is not governed by cosolvent transport, as that pene-
trated the microgels during the fast, initial decay. Our experiments re-
veal a two-state process.

The literature indicates the presence of multiple processes (43, 44).
The fitting of our data to the time-dependent microgel size requires at
least two exponential functions, corresponding to the two involved pro-
cesses, and yields the time constants of t1 = 1.3 ms and t2 = 227 ms. An
explanation for these two processes is provided by the computer simu-
lations discussed below.

Computer simulations
The microgel particle is embedded in an explicit solvent, which we
model by the MPC approach (49). The solvent exchange is described
implicitly by a change of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) attraction strength e
(quenching depth) between themonomers (for details, see section S2.2),
that is, a single fluid is considered, which captures HIs. Results for the
time evolution of the radius of gyration of microgels for different
quenching depths e and lengths Nm of the polymer network chains
are presented in Fig. 4. Here, every monomer instantaneously
experiences the change in solvent quality from good to bad solvent
conditions. The results suggest that, for low e values (that is, e ≤
2.0), microgels collapse until they reach a globular state. In contrast,
for larger quenching depths, the microgels exhibit a two-step collapse:
a fast collapse at short times followed by a slower decay for longer times.
We would like to emphasize that this behavior is observed for all
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Fig. 2. Radial excess electron density profiles calculated from the form factor
model. The structural change of PNIPAM microgels for a solvent composition
change starting from pure MeOH to xMeOH = 0.2 in the MeOH/H2O mixture is
presented for different times (5, 235, and 2083 ms).
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network chain lengths, despite the increasing relaxation time with
increasing length. Qualitatively, the collapse speed in the first regime
is directly proportional to the quenching depth, whereas in the slow re-
gime, it is inversely proportional to e. The time dependence of the ra-
dius of gyration of polymers during their collapse is usually described by
the power law 〈R2

gðtÞ〉 ¼ 〈R2
gð0Þ〉� Ata , with a ranging from 0.92 to

1.05 in the presence of HIs (54). The Rg values of Fig. 4 exhibit a similar
power-law decaywith the exponent a = 1.08 ± 0.05 (for details, see fig.
S18). Hence, on the basis of the studies of linear polymers (54), where
an exponent of approximately unity is found for collapsing linear
polymers in the presence of HIs and a significantly smaller exponent
without HIs, we conclude that the fast collapse is driven by HIs.

Figure 5 (a video is provided as supporting information) depicts the
evolution of the radial monomer density for a microgel with Nm = 20
and the high quenching depth e = 2.5. Immediately after the quench,
that is, at t = 25t, polymers start to form small clusters at cross-links,
while the overall size of themicrogel is essentially unaffected.Next, these
clusters start to merge from the periphery of the microgel, and its
size decreases strongly (t = 200t). Eventually, the polymers in the core
are also attracted and absorbed to the high-density periphery, forming a
core-shell structure with a hollow core. For longer times, a slower pro-
cess sets in, with a rearrangement and relaxation of the network chains
due to strong attraction betweenmonomers (t = 2000t), and themicro-
gel finally assumes a compact globular structure. The analysis of the
thickness of the core,Wcore, and the shell,Wshell, during the slowprocess
reveals a faster dynamics of the inner shell surface, whereas the total size
of the microgel, RT, decreases very slowly (for the definition of Wcore,
Wshell, andRT, see the SupplementaryMaterials). The comparably small
variation of the overall radius of gyration compared to the core radius is
consistent with the weak dependence of the inertia tensor of a core-shell
sphere on the inner radius.

So far, we have considered an instantaneous change of the envi-
ronment of a microgel, which leads to a specific collapse speed v0 de-
pending on the quenching depth and microgel size. This transition
corresponds, for example, to a change in temperature. However, in
our experiments, the collapse is driven by a diffusive process (that is,
cononsolvency), which requires the transport of solvents into and out
of microgels, respectively. Such a transport can be modeled by a time-
and position-dependent attraction strength e. Here, we find that the ini-
tial fast collapse regime is diffusion-limited, when the transport velocity
of the cononsolvent is slower than v0. However, the collapse becomes
independent of solute diffusion for transport velocities larger than v0.
Keidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaao7086 6 April 2018
The slow collapsing regime is preserved even for very slow cononsolvent
transport if the quenching depth is sufficiently high. This suggests that
the cononsolvent transport only affects the fast collapse, whereas the
slow collapsing regime remains unaffected.
DISCUSSION
We have quantitatively studied the structural evolution of microgel
systems during the collapse transition through experiments and com-
puter simulations. TR-SAXS provides structural insight into the micro-
gel collapse transition from a swollen state, with polymer network
characteristics, to a collapsed state, with colloidal properties. Two
characteristic length scales are observed: small collapsed regions and a
hollow core-shell structure; both also appear in the computer simula-
tions. The analysis of TR-SAXSmeasurements reveals further structural
changes after the microgel size reaches its equilibrium value (Fig. 3 at
Fig. 4. Simulation results of the timeevolutionof themicrogel radius of gyration
for systemswith different quenching depths e anddifferent polymer lengthsNm.
A

B

Fig. 5. Simulation results of the time-dependent structural evolution of a mi-
crogel. (A) Radial monomer density distribution P(r) for a microgel with Nm = 20 and
e = 2.5. The various curves correspond to different times. The inset shows the time
evolution of the outer radius RT, the shell thickness Wshell, and the core thickness
Wcore, respectively. (B) The snapshots illustrate the full microgel structure. (Left)
Two-dimensional (2D) projection of the 3D monomer density and (right) 2D
projection of monomers within a thin slice containing the center of mass of the mi-
crogel at indicated times during the simulation.
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about 760 ms). The form factor is still different from that of a microgel
at equilibrium (for details, see fig. S11). This is explained by our com-
puter simulations, which show that the thickness of the shell increases
faster than the overall microgel size decreases because of the rearrange-
ment of polymer chains at the inner surface of the hollow microgel.

In the literature, so far, the microgel collapse has been studied exper-
imentally through transmittance or scattering intensity measurements at
a single scattering angle (39–47). These studies did not provide quantita-
tive data onmicrogel size and structure; hence, a direct comparison of our
experimental results with literature data is not possible. However, on the
basis of our experimental and simulation results,we expect that details of a
particular microgel system, for example, size, chemical structure of the
polymer and cross-linker, and the type of external stimulus (temperature
and pH jump), will not lead to fundamentally different behaviors. Thus,
some interesting comparisons and interpretations of current results are
possible. Temperature-jump experiments with PNIPAM microgels with
a diameter of 100 to 350 nm revealed a characteristic transition time of a
fewnanoseconds (44) and an incomplete collapse. In light of our observa-
tions, we conclude that the fast process reported by Wang et al. (44) is
related to the formation of small clusters. For a pH-induced collapse,
transition times between a few milliseconds to several seconds were re-
ported (39, 43). This suggests that the pH-induced collapse occurs on a
similar time scale as the cononsolvency-induced slower (second) collapse,
andhence, it is reasonable to assume that the collapse also follows the two-
step process. In contrast, the collapse induced by binding glucose to phe-
nylboronic acid groups at the polymer chains ismuch slower (on the scale
of hundreds of seconds) because of a slow chemical reaction (47).

Details of the two-step process in the collapse kinetics of microgels
are revealed by simulations. The fast collapse regime can be attributed to
the formation and coalescence of clusters, where these clusters start to
form around the cross-links after a quench, whereas the slow process is
related to rearrangements of polymers and the formation of a compact
globular structure. The short-time behavior observed in our simulations
is different from that of linear polymers, where small clusters are formed
in multiple places along the chain in the beginning of a collapse. More-
over, large voids are observed in the microgel shell during collapse, that
is, there is no formation of a dense skin, which could entrap solvents
inside the microgel. Hence, solvent exchange is not hampered by den-
sification of the polymer network nor does it stimulate drainage of fluid
from the inside to the outside of the microgel. Furthermore, our simu-
Keidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaao7086 6 April 2018
lation results reveal that an increase of the relaxation time of the network
polymers through an increase of the polymer length does not alter the
two-stage collapse process. However, the collapse speed increases with
increasing quenching depth. In addition, the collapse speed is correlated
with the speed of cononsolvent transport into the microgel. This indi-
cates that the rate-limiting factor in a temperature-induced collapse,
where poor solvent conditions are instantaneous all over the entire
microgel,might appear to be different from that driven by cononsolvency
or change of pH. However, the two-state process persists with a less
pronounced second regime (cf. fig. S19A). On the basis of simulations
of linear polymers (54) and microgels without HIs (64), we conclude
that the kinetics in the fast collapsing regime is driven by HIs.

In conclusion, we observed a two-step process for the microgel-to-
particle collapse in our experiments and computer simulations and is a
generic feature independent of the stimulus. Our results suggest that
solvent diffusion and the quenching depth are the main rate-
determining factors which control the volume change kinetics in mi-
crogels. Hence, the system design dictates the volume change kinetics.
Together, the ability to simulate and experimentally quantify the microgel
size and structural changes during the volume change process is very
promising for the design of novel microgel applications.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Modeling and fitting the microgel form factor during the
collapse transition
The time-resolved SAXS data are highly modulated and reveal many
minima andmaxima over the broad q range. Fitting the entire scattering
curve was not possible with a simple core-shell model that was used to
fit experimental form factors of microgels in the equilibrium state (36)
because a broad bump in the q range from 0.4 to 0.12 nm−1 was not
fitted satisfactorily. Therefore, an additional length scale had to be in-
troduced similarly to what was done previously for microgels with
nanophase-separated internal structure (63). The main effect of the in-
ternal clusters is that it gives rise to a broad bump, as observed in the
SAXSdata. In themodel, it was included as an empirical termofe�R2

gq
2=3

with a scale factor andRg taken as a fit parameter. In the final form factor
model, the density profile is defined in terms of piecewise parabola, as
described by Berndt et al. (36). The density profile is based on a profile
with a constant density in the center in a regionup to r=W and adecayof
the outer surface, which is determined by s. The radial density profile
Dr(r) of a particle with such a graded surface is expressed by the half-
height radius R = W + s. Thus, the inner interface is given by Rin =
Wcore + sin and the outer interface byRT =Wcore + 2sin +Wshell + sout.
Size polydispersity of the outer radius RT and instrumental smearing
were included, the Lorentzian function IL(q) that described the internal
polymer scatteringwas omitted as the q range, and data at high qdid not
allow for fitting with sufficient precision.

Initial model-independent analysis using a modified version of the
method described by Oliveira et al. (65) for spherically symmetric par-
ticles showed that the profiles in the time-resolved series all had a low
density in the core of the particles and a higher density closer to the
surface. Therefore, this density distribution was used for the initial
values for fitting the profiles. The final homogeneous state was first
fitted on absolute scale using a contrast factor estimated from the partial
density of PNIPAM in water and the calculation of the electron density
of the 20mol%ofMeOHmixture. This allowed for the particle number
density to be determined, and this particle number density was kept
fixed in all the fits of the time-resolved series. With this information,
Rout

RT

Rin

shellWshell

r, nm

e, 
e
/n

m
3

Wcore

Fig. 6. Scheme of a radial excess electron density profile for PNIPAM microgels
in MeOH/H2O mixtures. The parameters characterizing the radial excess electron
density in this form factor model are the core thickness Wcore, the shell thickness
Wshell, the inner radius Rin, the outer radius Rout, and the total radius RT.
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the actual excess electron densities of the particles in the time-resolved
series could be determined in units of electrons per cubic angstrom.

The model contains a high number of fit parameters. To avoid in-
stabilities of the fits, we fixed some of the parameters in the model to
reasonable values. The relative polydispersity of the size was fixed to 5%,
which gave a reasonable smearing of the minima of I(q).

The surface smearing (sout) was fixed to 3 nm, which is below the
resolution limit of the data. We noted that usually collapsed states of
microgels have sharp surfaces; hence, it was reasonable to keep the sur-
face smearing fixed.We also experienced that the fits were not very sen-
sitive to the electron density in the core of the particles and the width of
the interface (sin) between the expanded core and the collapsed outer
shell. Thus, we kept the width of the interface (sin) fixed at 40 nm. The
core density was determined by fitting to the data at late stages of the
time-resolved SAXS measurements (at about 2 s when making jumps
frompureMeOHand at about 3 swhen jumping frompurewater), and
then the core density was fixed in the fits of the time series.

In practice, an automated fitting procedure was used in which the
results at a given step were used as initial values in the next step. The
datawere fitted in the direction from late stages to early stage. The range
of the data from 0.01 to 0.12 nm−1 was used because of the good signal-
to-noise ratio. The model was fitted to the experimental data using a
least-square routine applying a reduced c2 criterion. A Fourier trans-
formationof the scattering amplitude using the electron densities instead
of volume fractions of polymer gives the radial excess electron densities
Dre profiles in real space. We have not represented radial volume frac-
tion profiles in real space because we have different solvents inside the
microgel, which were not homogeneously distributed. Still, the polymer
density profile of the microgel was closely related to the radial excess
electron density (Dre), and it was the best representation of the radial
profile that could be obtained. The radial excess electron density and
the parameters describing the characteristic length scales as obtained
from the form factor model are schematically shown in Fig. 6.

Mesoscale hydrodynamic simulations
A microgel is composed of bead-spring polymers of lengthNmandbead
mass M, which are tetrafunctionally cross-linked, and is embedded in
an MPC fluid. The monomers are connected via harmonic springs of
equilibrium length l, whereas the nonbonded interactions are described
by the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential

ULJ ¼ 4e
s
rij

� �12

� s
rij

� �6
" #

� C; rij≤rc

0; rij > rc

8><
>:

where e is strength (quenching depth), s is the diameter of the mono-
mers, rij is the distance between monomers i and j, rc is the cutoff dis-
tance, and C = 4e[(s/rc)

12 − (s/rc)
6]. The dynamics of the monomers is

treated by molecular dynamics simulations, where Newton’s equations
of motion are solved by the velocity-Verlet algorithm.

MPC is a particle-based mesoscale hydrodynamic simulation ap-
proach for fluids, providing a solution of Navier-Stokes equations
(49). TheMPC fluid consists ofNs point-like particles of massm, whose
dynamics proceeds in two steps: streaming and collision (49). During
streaming, theMPC particlesmove ballistically. For the collision, we ap-
plied the stochastic rotation version of MPC (49), where the simulation
box was partitioned into cubic collision cells and theMPC particle’s rel-
ative velocity, with respect to the center-of-mass velocity of all the par-
Keidel et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4 : eaao7086 6 April 2018
ticles in a collision cell, was rotated around a randomly oriented axis by a
fixed angle. This has been shown to provide the correct hydrodynamic
behavior (51). The coupling between theMPC fluid and the monomers
is realized in the collision step, where the point-particle monomers are
included in the collision (for details, see section S2.1) (51).

A microgel is equilibrated under good solvent conditions (that is, e =
1.0 and rc = 21/6s). The collapse is triggered by increasing the cutoff
distance to rc = 2.5s with the particular quench depth. To account
for cononsolvent transport, an imaginary sphere was placed around a
microgel, which initially had a larger radius than a microgel. Its center
coincided with the center of mass of the microgel, and its radius was
reduced with a speed vcosol, whereas all the monomers outside the
sphere were treated as being in the poor solvent and all monomers
inside were under good solvent condition. To perform the simulations,
we chose l, kBT, andm as units of length, energy, andmass, with the unit
of time t = (ml2/kB T)

1/2. The other parameters are specified in the Sup-
plementary Materials.
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